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WASHINGTON — Medicare’s pay-for-performance criterion for hemoglobin A1c level is 9%, a value so outside the therapeutic target that endocrinologist Carlos Hamilton considers the measure to be useless.

“If we’re going to ask doctors to fill out these forms, and ask them to do it for nothing, (the exercise) really needs to be meaningful,” Dr. Hamilton said at a meeting of the Practicing Physicians Advisory Council, which advises the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. “If you ask them meaningless questions and then don’t pay them to answer those questions, it just irritates them.”

Medicare’s new Physician Voluntary Reporting Program, which began last January, rewards participating physicians with confidential feedback reports about how they are doing, compared with their peers.

One of the program’s 16 performance measures relates to whether patients with diabetes have hemoglobin A1c levels at or below 9%. A hemoglobin A1c level of 7% or less is considered to be the treatment goal by most endocrinology groups.

“You really have created so much angst on behalf of the endocrinology community,” Dr. Hamilton, who is executive vice president for external affairs at the University of Texas, Houston, told CMS representatives at the meeting. “I can’t count the number of e-mails I’ve personally received about what this level really ought to be.

“Everyone knows that 9% or 8.6% is better than 13% or 14%, but it isn’t enough to really be important. What it ought to be is around 7%, or 6.5%, or 7.5%.”

Furthermore, just setting a single, arbitrary hemoglobin A1c value fails to acknowledge therapeutic progress among patients with difficult-to-control diabetes, Dr. Hamilton said. “What is much more important is whether that level has come down,” he added. For example, the reporting program could ask the treating physician whether the patient’s hemoglobin A1c is not in the business of setting up the standards. We’re taking the standards given to us” by outside organizations. But he also noted that the National Committee for Quality Assurance, one of the measurement-development organizations that the CMS uses, recently proposed a quality measure for diabetes patients of less than 7% for hemoglobin A1c. “So I think you’ll see there will [soon] be a measure available for us to use which will be hemoglobin A1c less than 7%.”

But taking this step alone only sets the goal and does not differentiate between physician quality and outcome measures in a meaningful way, Dr. Hamilton said.

“With hemoglobin A1c, it’s not a matter of, did you order the right treatment for diabetes, or did [the patients] actually get the medicine, or did they refill the medicine after a month?” he said. “It’s a matter of, did they take the medication, did they take it the way you prescribed it, and did they take it consistently, not for 30 days or 90 days but for several years?

“What you’re testing with hemoglobin A1c is not just the quality of the doctor that wrote the prescription. You’re testing the quality of the whole health care system in which patient compliance is by far the major component.”
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**PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES**

Want the best of both worlds?

Go fish

Or golf... or hike... or swim. In fact, you can go just about anywhere and do just about anything when you join the supportive team at our state-of-the-art outpatient medical office on the scenic Northern California midpeninsula. We’re one of CHW Medical Foundation’s newest primary care groups, an organization that truly understands the value of high technology AND work/life balance. Come enjoy our fresh approach, amazing climate and diverse recreational amenities. The best of both worlds is waiting for you.

**Outpatient FP/IM Opportunity**

San Francisco Peninsula, CA

Directly affiliated with Sequoia Hospital, a 100+ bed Catholic Healthcare West facility, we seek 2-3 FP/IM Physicians who share our dedication to treating patients with respect and creating a culture of compassion. As a member of our expanding group of primary care providers, you’ll be working in a new office that offers access to an excellent patient mix, as well as a wide variety of medical specialties. Call for these positions is 1-61-6 and is by phone only; hospitals make all admissions.

At the mid-point of the picturesque San Francisco Bay Area, you will have access to superior education programs, as well as a huge array of opportunities to enjoy your life outside of the office. There’s tennis, beach combing, fine dining, deep sea fishing, upscale shopping, skiing, award-winning theater and more. Lake Tahoe, Yosemite and the vineyards of Napa Valley are within easy driving distance. Affiliated with CHW, we offer an excellent compensation and benefits package. This is an employed position with guaranteed income, bonus potential, and a highly adjustable retirement plan.

Please contact and/or send CV to:

Arlene Wong
Physician Recruiter
Sequoia Medical Foundation
P: (916) 733-5774 F: (916) 859-1612
wong.arlene@chw.org

Not a J1 opportunity.
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**Southeastern Virginia**

Join a team, considered one of the best in the area, highly trained physicians with access to a team of highly trained specialists in an area offering great public schools, diversity of activities including easy access to the Chesapeake Bay. The opportunity offers hospital support, physician control and community acknowledged need. Please forward your CV to: Nicole Lanche, Director of Recruiting, nlanche@wittmarres.com (757)-223-7406.
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**Coastal Virginia**

Suburban community seeks Internal Medicine physician serving a community hospital in an area that offers unique quality of life and immediate access to water activities of all kinds. You will enjoy working with a team of highly trained physicians with a team of specially support offering a unique blend of hospital support, physician control and community acknowledged need. Please forward your CV to: Nicole Lanche, Director of Recruiting, nlanche@wittmarres.com (757)-223-7406.
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**Sequoia Hospital**

Join a team, considered one of the best in the area, highly trained physicians with access to a team of highly trained specialists in an area offering great public schools, diversity of activities including easy access to the Chesapeake Bay. The opportunity offers hospital support, physician control and community acknowledged need. Please forward your CV to: Nicole Lanche, Director of Recruiting, nlanche@wittmarres.com (757)-223-7406.
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**New England**

Prestigious Academic Appointment! IN-TERNIST needed for community based multispecialty clinic in New England. Excellent salary, bonus, guaranteed employment contract, pension plan/matching 403(b). Contact Markus Quannan at (800)200-9232, or mqurnan1@php.com for more information.
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**ATTORNEYS**

**FREE PHONE CONSULTATION**

800-797-7091

Representing Clients Nationwide

ATTORNEYS REPRESENTING YOUR FUTURE

CAN YOU COLLECT DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS?

Our law firm represents medical and business professionals who are either preparing to live or have been denied benefits under their disability insurance policy. Established in 1979, our litigation experience and disability claim handling knowledge has allowed us to help our clients receive disability benefits. Visit our website at www.dlsattorney.com or call to learn how we can help you with your disability claim.
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Internal Medicine News assumes the statements made in classified advertisements are accurate, but cannot investigate the statements and assumes no responsibility or liability concerning the same. The Publisher reserves the right to decline, withdraw or cancel any classifieds. Every effort will be made to avoid mistakes, but responsibility cannot be accepted for clerical or printer errors.
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